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Solar energy is one option to serve the rising global energy demand with low environmental Impact [1].
Building an energy system with a considerable share of solar power requires long-term investment and a
careful investigation of potential sites. Therefore, understanding the impacts from varying regionally and
locally determined meteorological conditions on solar energy production will influence energy yield projections.
Clouds are moving on a short term timescale and have a high influence on the available solar radiation, as they
absorb, reflect and scatter parts of the incoming light [2]. However, modeling photovoltaic (PV) power yields
with a spectral resolution and local cloud information gives new insights on the atmospheric impact on solar energy.

In the present study we present a model, which couples atmospheric impacts from clouds on radiation out-
puts and their influence on PV yields to analyze the impact of clouds on PV power yields. An atmospheric column
model, the libradtran library [3], is used, which simulates direct, diffuse and global radiation in a one-nanometer
resolution. For the information about cloud coverage and type the satellite based APOLLO [4] methodology is
applied and implemented into the radiation model. The determination of the short-circuit-current of the PV plant
is directly undertaken by using the quantum efficiency of the cell [5]. Afterwards, the two-diode-model[6,7] is
used for the calculation of the PV power yields for each spectral step. The minimal timely resolution is 15min. To
validate the model measurements of solar radiation, cloudiness and PV-energy yields are set out at the location of
Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University (50◦46’47"N, 7◦10’58"E).
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